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Letter to the Editor
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Abstract

The surface and hydrodynamic forcesbetween individual oil droplets in solution can provide insight into both emulsion stability and
processes such as drop coalescence in liquid–liquid extraction. We present the first measurements of the interaction forces betw
droplets in aqueous solution using atomic force microscopy. The radii of the droplets were well below the capillary lengths for the
thus gravity effects are negligible, and interfacial tension and interaction forces governed the system behavior. The effects of m
electrostatic double-layer interactions and interfacial tension through the presence of an anionic surfactant are demonstrated. Ch
interpretation of the force data due to drop deformation are also discussed. A range of drop approach and retract speeds was used
the regime where hydrodynamic drainage effects had significant impact on the measurement.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The uses of emulsions are commonplace in a variet
domestic and industrial applications. For example, the
mulation, stability, and rheological properties of emulsio
(dispersions of immiscible liquid drops in another liquid) a
of great concern in the food processing industry for produ
ranging from ice cream and milk to salad dressings. H
ever, there has been little direct study of interparticle for
within these systems. An understanding of the interac
forces between liquid–liquid interfaces, where attraction b
tween droplets can lead to kinetic instability and coalesce
in emulsions, is vital in order to predict and model emuls
stability in processing and storage situations.

Measurements of colloidal forces at deformable inter
faces are complicated by the deformation of the interfa
making both measurement and interpretation more d
cult than for rigid systems. Some research has been
dertaken on the interaction between liquid interfaces usin
other techniques, notably the liquid surface force appar
(LSFA) [1–3] and a novel approach using magnetic pa
cles dispersed inside an emulsion droplet [4–8]. These t
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niques have their strengths and weaknesses. The LSFA
some limitations with respect to distance resolution, and
droplet sizes employed in the magnetic particle method
sult in such high Laplace pressures that they behave as n
rigid particles.

There is a growing body of experimental studies utiliz
ing atomic force microscopy(AFM) measurements betwee
a rigid probe and a liquid–liquid interface and theoreti
analyses to interpret the measurements in light of the
terfacial deformation [9–19]. This measurement techni
has now been extended, for the first time, to measure
interaction of two oil drops. This is a situation more re
vant to emulsion stability, where the effects of a variety
amphiphilic species on emulsion stability can be examin
The drop size employed in the AFM experiments is be
the capillary length of the system, but large enough to
counter deformation. The capillary length,λ, is defined as

(1)λ =
(

γ

�ρg

)1/2

,

whereg is gravity, γ is surface tension of the fluid inte
face, and�ρ is the difference in density between the flu
phases [13]. The AFM can be considered as a dynamic m
surement technique, allowing one to probe not only sta
but hydrodynamic effects in drop–drop interactions as w
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In the work presented here we examine the interactions
tween two droplets with AFM as well as the effects of h
drodynamic forces as two drops approach and retract
each other.

2. Experimental method

A Digital Instruments multimode AFM and Nanosco
IIIa AFM controller were used for all experiments. Pa
Scientific cantilevers were sputter-coated with chrom
and then gold and then hydrophobized according to [
Cantilever spring constants were measured according t
method of [21]. The bottom drop (in Fig. 1) was immobiliz
on a Melinex polymer film (semicrystalline PET film wi
no additives) via the procedure outlined in [18]. The sec
oil drop was attached to a gold-coated cantilever in aque
solutions of sodium dodecyl sulfate (BDH Laboratory S
plies, SDS) using a step-motor-controlled syringe (Wo
Precision Instruments, Inc.) injecting nanoliter volumes
n-decane (Aldrich Chemical) through a glass capillary
ner diameter∼10 µm). All solutions contained a backgrou
electrolyte of 1 mM sodium nitrate. Each solution was give
30 min to thermally equilibrate before any data were tak
The oil drops were positioned first using the coarse step
motor, and then using the piezo tube fine control. The fo
curves (an approach and retract force–distance cycle)
taken at a series of scan rates with approach speeds
ing from 80 nm/s to 7 µm/s. Force curves were measur
between the drop and the underlying rigid Melinex film
the 10 mM SDS concentration as well. At the end of
experiments, the drops were flushed from the system
force curves between the PET substrate and cantilever

Fig. 1. The interaction force between two decane drops measured
AFM at 1 (open circles, bottom) and 10 mM (filled circles, top) SDS a
1 mM NaNO3 background electrolyte in both cases. The force is sc
by the undistorted radius of the drop on the cantilever. The inset show
geometry of the measurements whereX is the distance from the bases
both drops. The lines on the logarithm plot show the limiting Debye len
for the force measurements, which are 22 and 15 nm for the 1 and 10
SDS concentration, respectively.
-

e

recorded to determine the detector sensitivity of the A
photodiode. The undistorted radii of the drops on the c
tilever and the substrate were estimated from CCD cam
measurements to be 35 and 50 µm, respectively.

The AFM photodiode voltage was converted to cantile
deflection using the detector sensitivity determined at
end of the experiment and then converted to force viaF =
kc�d , where kc is the spring constant of the cantilev
A simple distance balance of the AFM measurement sh
that the piezo motion,�l, is equal to the changes in d
flection,�d , separation,�D, and deformation,�z, of the
system [11,13,19]. Using this distance balance, the de
tion was subtracted from the piezo motion, leading to

(2)�X = �l − �d,

where�X is the change in separation distance and defor
tion. Defined in Fig. 1,X is the distance from the bases
both drops. The definition ofX is somewhat arbitrary be
cause only changes in�X are measured and an absol
measure of the distanceX is not known. It is standard prac
tice to set an origin forX and displayF(�X) relative to this
origin [13,19]. In this respect, the curves have been shi
for convenience to clearly show specific features.

The measured force is commonly normalized by the
tem curvature; for rigid interfaces this is the radius of th
probe, but the choice of the system curvature for this m
surement is not obvious because both the interfacial
vatures change with separation. The undistorted cantil
drop radius is not the correct measure of the curvatur
the system, but it provides an approximate value to scale
force for this type of measurement.

3. Results and discussion

The interaction between two droplets at approach sp
of 80 nm/s is shown in Fig. 1 at below and above the CM
of SDS at 1 and 10 mM. The decrease in slope with con
tration is most likely caused by the decrease in interfa
tension (33.4 to 8.6 mN/m [17]) which is consistent with th
behavior of a single oil drop interacting with a rigid pro
particle [10,11,13,16,22]. The repulsion between the d
is expected from the adsorption of the SDS onto the dec
water interfaces, while the range of the repulsion decre
with increasing ionic strength,as expected with electrostat
double-layer repulsions. The logarithm of the forces is a
plotted in Fig. 1 as well, and it is clear that there is no sin
linear region due to the deformation of the interfaces. P
vious work with a rigid particle and an oil drop has sho
that for sufficiently small drops with high enough Lapla
pressures, there may exist a region where the deformati
small and the limiting Debye length can be obtained [12,
The regressed limiting Debye lengths for the 1 and 10
curves in Fig. 1 are 22 and 15 nm; the expected values b
on the solution ionic strengths (from the SDS and sod
nitrate concentrations) are 6.8 and 2.9 nm, respectively.
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Fig. 2. The interaction force between a decane drop at 10 mM SDS
a drop on the rigid substrate (solid circles) and the rigid substrate (ope
triangles) measured with AFM. The inset is a plot of the deflection ve
piezo motion of the large plot, with a dashed line to represent the slop
the force curve if the two surface were rigid substrates.

indicates that the deformationsat the oil–water interfaces ar
significant even at low forces measured with the AFM. F
ther analysis to interpret the data and separate the effects
interfacial deformation from changes in surface forces
quires a theoretical framework which we are in the proce
ing of developing, based on previous work [11–14,17–19

Figure 2 shows the interaction of the same oil drop
10 mM SDS with an anchored oil drop and also the ri
substrate. In both cases the interaction is repulsive f
SDS adsorption on all of the interfaces. The adsorption o
SDS onto the decane interface has been well characte
by [23]. Force measurements (not shown here) betwee
AFM tip and the Melinex film in SDS have shown the e
istence of an adsorbed layer of SDS. The increase in s
for the drop–substrate interaction is a result of having
deformation in the system. The inset in Fig. 2 demonstr
this point by plotting the deflection versus piezo motion
the two force curves and a dashed line with a slope of o
which corresponds to two rigid surfaces in contact. As
interaction approaches a rigid surface interaction (i.e.,
drop instead of two), the slope approaches constant com
ance.

The above results can be discussed in terms of equ
rium force behavior. The typical assumption is that the AF
measurements are recorded at slow enough approac
locities so that any dynamic effects can be neglected. Th
approximation can be tested by tracking the force respo
as a function of approach speed, presented in Fig. 3 betw
two drops in the 10 mM SDS solution. The two slowest
locities superimpose on each other, indicating that data ta
at approach velocities of 80 and 120 nm/s do not mani-
fest any obvious hydrodynamic effects on the interact
Strictly these measurements should be referred to as pse
static, since the AFM is still a dynamic measure even w
hydrodynamic forces are not significant. However, hydro
d

-

-

Fig. 3. The interaction of two decane drops in 10 mM SDS measured
AFM as a function of approach velocities, where the two superimpo
plots at 80 and 120 nm/s. The incremental increase in force correspond
a sequential increase of approach velocities (0.54, 1.2, 3.5, and 6.6 µ/s).
The inset shows the approaching and retracting forces for scan spee
1.2, 3.5, and 6.6 µm/s, where the increase in speed corresponds to a
crease in the magnitude of the force.

namic effects are increasingly significant at higher appro
velocities (>500 nm/s).

The inset in Fig. 3 shows both the approach and retr
ing curves for higher velocities. The approach curves s
a hydrodynamic repulsion due to film drainage between
surfaces with a dynamic behavior slower than the time s
of the measurement. The magnitude of the attractive well in
the retracting curve is a function of velocity, caused by
thinned film between the oil interfaces resorting itself, agai
with a time scale longer than the measurement. Thus, the
mation of the smoothly changing well indicates some d
elongation with the retracting behavior. AFM experime
between a rigid probe particle and one oil drop have
always shown hydrodynamic effects, where [15] obser
this behavior, but [17] could not produce this behavior
any approach velocity. In this work, the relatively large dr
sizes (∼35 µm and 50 mm), coupled with possible interfac
flattening, produce significant hydrodynamic effects with
creasing approach velocities.

4. Conclusions

This is the first study to demonstrate the effectivenes
the AFM to probe both pseudo-static (as discussed ab
and dynamic interactions between oil droplets in aqueou
lutions; further analysis is required. Qualitative trends in
force behavior between oil droplets in the presence of a
riety of amphiphilic species can be obtained with the ab
method, but a quantitative and fundamental understandin
of the measurement still requires a comprehensive mode
effort. Extracting an interaction force on a per unit area
sis from the AFM data would remove the convolution of t
deformation and provide quantitative insight into the fo
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behavior. For the pseudo-static case, the initial approach
be similar to the numerical approaches of [11] and [19]
the semianalytic results of [13,14,17] and [12,22], where
disjoining pressure may be inferred by modeling both
drop shape and the disjoining pressure. The previous mo
were for a rigid probe particle and a single oil drop, and
will be expanded to two oil drops where the deformation
each interface is coupled. To this end, the semianalytic
proach of [13,14] will be used and a result similar to [1
may be feasible, where a planar interaction energy was
tracted from the AFM measurement without inferring a fo
for the disjoining pressure. The hydrodynamic force i
more complicated situation, most likely requiring numerica
solutions to the well-known film drainage equations.
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